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Children are our single most precious resource. Quite simply, our future depends on 

them. We have truly fantastic children and young people today, and most are loved, 

law abiding, working hard to be successful, and contributing to our localities. 

However, there are some real challenges that threaten their outcomes and well-

being.  

I intend to dissect these challenges, and propose a different way of thinking about 

children grounded in the word ‘nurture’. I am going to explore what this word should 

mean for parents and families, schools, localities and government.  From showing 

examples of what can be done, I propose a way forward built on strong local 

communities that have the best interests of children at their hearts, and I will end by 

offering some recommendations for us to consider. 

Let me remind you of the species we are talking about. Sadly I can’t introduce a real 

live child to you, but the next best is a photograph of this delightful human newly 

born citizen. 

The species we are talking about

A human newly born citizen

 

 Although only a few hours old, she is showing her amazing ability to manipulate her 

carer by this rapturous eye to eye contact – the emotional first pull at the heart 

strings for attachment.  This interaction brings a flood of love hormones in the 

parents, the baby’s own brain being hard wired to gaze at the features of the adult 

face. Attachment is the trigger for adult commitment to the child, and has been vital 

for human survival.  
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She is exquisitely vulnerable, but she is an individual now in her own right, brought 

into the world by parents but not the chattel of parents. She is entitled to all the 

benefits of citizenship – protection, provision and participation – these are of course 

the fundamental principles of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child 

Achieving her potential in adult life – fulfilment, confidence, competence, health, 

employment, relationships, parenting, all depend on the nurture we adults give her. 

Our behaviours shape hers. 

She is the most beautiful baby in the world – she is my granddaughter!  

Children really matter to you and to me in our families, but do we care enough about 

the children of others, especially those who are troubled or troublesome? 

 

Why are children important to our society? 

I commend the fascinating book ‘What are children for’, by Matthew Taylor and his 

father. But, as Neil Postman has said, Children are the living messages to a time we 

will not see.  They really are, as human capital, our most precious resource.  Putting 

it selfishly, who is going to generate the wealth for our pensions and services? -  the 

people who are children today.  

Our future depends on the outcomes we adults generate for them now,  

So, surely it must be in everybody’s best interests to nurture our young? 

Of course, Al. Motherhood and apple pie! We all sign up to this – but do we?  
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Matthew has written about the social aspiration gap, in other words, the gap between 

the future that most of us aspire to, and the trajectory relying on current thoughts and 

behaviour. We all want a better future for our children, but what are we really doing 

to get there?  

Major influences are against children’s best interests. We live in an aging population, 

and with the current debt crisis there will be increasing conflict in claims on 

resources. The power of the grey vote dominates politics, this being seen right now 

in the mismatch between protecting pensioner’s benefits compared to the huge 

impact on children from cutting the benefits and services that they and their families 

rely on. 

Children grab attention only after a major calamity or scandal caused by inadequate 

services.  

For example, the Kennedy and Laming inquiries only seven years ago exposed the 

scandals of serious long-standing failures in children’s health and social care 

services – the invisibility of children in policy, absence of anyone to accept 

responsibility for children and their services, the endless subordination of the needs 

of children by the demands of adults coupled with a failure to protect children’s 

rights.  

As Kennedy said children were the ‘Cinderella Service’ and in many ways that is still 

the case today 

So what do I mean by the word ‘nurture’  

Nurture is the bringing up of children and it demands: 

 Love and care 

 Physical contact and comfort 

 Protection, security and safety 

 Nutrition 

 Play, exploration, encouragement, managed risk 

 Friendships 

 Education 

 Expectation, values, spirituality and purpose in life. 

All supported by services that are accessible, based on evidence of what works, and 

focussed on the needs of the child and its family with protection of children’s human 

rights.  
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If we accept this, then the nurturing of children really has to be everybody’s business 

– we are all involved: 

 Parents and families 

 Local communities 

 Schools 

 Faiths 

 Voluntary organisations 

 Local government. 

 National government. 

So, what does it mean for each level in this cascade? 

There is a limit to what national government can do. Crucially, it sets policies and 

allocates money, but, parenting and families are key.  

But so much nurturing depends on building child-friendly local communities and how 

they are supported by local government, and this is the key theme I want to draw out 

tonight. 

How have we been doing? 

Let’s focus for a moment of the politics of childhood. 

Well, there is much to celebrate.  

Labour Policy for Children 

A courageous

experiment to put

children at the heart of

Government policy

More has been done

for policy in the last 10

years than in the

preceding 50 years
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Labour ‘s courageous experiment of putting children at the heart of government 

policy and practice is quite extraordinary in the context of the history of childhood in 

this country. 

More has been done in the last 10 years for children’s policy than in the whole of the 

previous 50 years, much of this driven by the scandals I mentioned earlier.  

I support the thinking behind Every Child Matters and the Children’s Plan. I have 

given lectures worldwide on the transformation of children’s policy in England, and  

there has been admiration for having a cabinet level Secretary of State for Children, 

Schools and  Families (and not just for education) at the heart of government;  the 

attempt to have a true cross-government agenda  with every department of state 

being accountable for the children it serves; the acceptance that children’s rights are 

important, and the structural change locally through children’s trusts to create a focal 

point for community responsibility for children. No other country I have visited has 

such an agenda 

BUT, Is all this hard work and the reasons for it being forgotten by the new 

government? 

I challenge the Coalition.  

Don’t throw the baby out with the bathwater!  

Learn from the previous ten years and build on its successes, and keep children right 

at the heart of government. 

Who is now responsible for children and for coordinating every aspect of government 

policy that impacts on their lives?  

Without a strong voice for all children’s needs at the heart of national and local 

government, there a real danger of going back to fragmented and poorly integrated 

policy.  For example, who will hold youth justice and asylum policy to account for the 

best interests of the child? 

I have a serious concern that the new Department for Education with its focus on 

education ideology is in danger of re-inventing the disasters of the past. Who is 

responsible for all the best interests of children? 

Academics have a key role here to analyse the reasons for Labour’s policy 

transformation, and define what was successful, what was not, and why. 

Let me be forthright in arguing why we must have a government that brings together 

every aspect of policy for children. 
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UNICEF Report card 7     OECD 2009               UNCRC 2008

International benchmarks of outcomes

 

All is not well. The international benchmarks of the well being of children published 

by UNICEF in 2007, the concluding observation of the UN Committee on the Rights 

of the Child in 2008 and the OECD report Doing Better for Children in 2009, all 

exposed how far we have to go to match best international standards even before 

the present crisis that will surely threaten further the well being of children. 

The threats to children through cuts in benefits and services are serious and real.   

But who is monitoring the impact of these challenges on children?  

 The EU network on social exclusion is studying recession across the EU - but it is 

not focused on children and it needs to be. 

We must bring together in the UK agencies to quantify the impact of the current crisis 

on national and local outcomes. These data are crucial for effective political and 

public advocacy for children 

Could the RSA be involved in bringing such experts together? 
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Let’s remember too, The Good Childhood Inquiry published last year by the 

Children’s Society. It is a searing commentary on childhood today. It highlights five 

crucial threats to children by  

 Excessive individualism 

 Soaring family breakdown 

 Commercialisation 

 Overly-competitive education and 

 Dire poverty 

I urge the new government to take this report seriously. Should we not have a 

routine parliamentary process for a childhood impact assessment of all new policies 

and budgets as already happens in Sweden? 

Having considered the responsibility of government for the nurture of children, let me 

move on now to what needs to be done to promote pro-social nurturing communities 

for children, beginning with the need to celebrate our young  

Take two examples – first, the Diana Princess of Wales Award.  27,000 young 

people have been given this accolade for truly inspirational stories, rising to personal 

challenges, overcoming profound difficulties, disability or poverty and contributing to 

local communities. But, how sad it was to see how little media coverage was given to 

celebrate these extraordinary young people. Last year I had the enormous privilege 

of giving their awards to 80 outstanding young people 

Second, SHINE week organised through the DCSF and youth agencies to raise 

awareness of how young people contribute to society. Last year over 4000 schools, 

5000 teachers, 800 organisations and a million young people took part, for example 

the outstanding debate in the House of Lords when it was taken over for the day by 

passionate, articulate and knowledgeable young people from all social strata.  But 
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this was not a bad news story for the media and so there was almost no coverage. 

This year’s SHINE week takes place next month, but there is no certainty that it will 

continue beyond that. Why is it important that it continues to be a focus for 

celebrating our children and young people? 

 54% of adults believe children behave like animals 

 45% agree they are feral 

 49% believe they are a danger to each other and to adults 

 43% agree something has to be done to protect us from children 

 35% feel the streets are infested with children 

 Most believe that 50% crime is committed by children, (reality 12%) 

Where do these truly appalling data come from? -  the Barnardo’s Report Breaking 

the Cycle – Believe in Children published in 2008 in which several thousand adults 

were asked their views of our young. They expose a catastrophic breakdown in 

empathy for our young.  

Why on earth should so many adults believe this?  

There’s been a very nasty development during the last ten years, the unprecedented 

demonisation and vilification of our young by influential sections of the media. The 

following show some examples from one day’s analysis of national newspapers. 
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What’s the game of the journalists, editors and proprietors that have been 

responsible for this mind set?  What’s their motivation? Who is holding them to 

account?  

These distortions have a very real impact on how adults behave to children. They 

are destroying our empathy for children and inducing a climate of fear of our young. 

It’s not just national newspapers – a local newspaper’s headline of ‘Feral youths 

running riot’, coincides with a notice prohibiting children from going into a local 

convenience store unaccompanied. 

Our cartoonists have also captured the public mood with the annual ritual of 

destructive denigration of the hard work of students in GCSE and ‘A’ level results. 

‘The ‘Mosquito’ ultrasonic 

deterrent is the solution to the 

eternal problem of teenagers in 

shopping malls and anywhere 

else they are causing 

problems’

www.compoundsecurity.co.uk 

Children have the right to meet 

together

Article 15 UNCRC

An issue raised by two 14-yr olds

 

We also have these nasty ultrasonic weapons – the mosquito device – over 3000 of 

which are being used without any regulation to stop children gathering often where it 

is warm and safe. They are even mounted on the sides of people’s houses, and, 

incredibly, 22% of councils have used them. 

The device works by producing a high frequency nasty noise that only young ears 

can hear  – but they will indiscriminately also affect babies, toddlers, children with 

autism and innocent teenagers as well.  

Of real concern and symptomatic of the problem over the demonisation of children is 

the condemnatory media coverage when, working with outstanding young people in 

Corby when I was Children’s Commissioner we launched our ‘buzz-off’ campaign 

two years ago. Here are some of the headlines: 
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 ‘Do-gooders slammed over call to ban Mosquito anti-yob device’ ; ‘Kid’s chief – quit 

your whining’;  ‘Buzz off outcry as Children’s Czar says ultrasonic device is a breach 

of teenager’s human rights’; ‘Barmy do-gooders called for a ban on the only anti-yob 

device that work….but it is the politically correct, would be do-gooders who should 

buzz off’ 

These newspapers have a combined circulation of over 9 million people - what a 

missed opportunity to provoke some considered debate about a real issue in our 

communities. When I talk on the street corner to young people who are gathered 

there they tell me they have nowhere to go, nothing to do, adults don’t like them, and 

adults won’t work with them. It is also worth noting that several tens of thousands of 

young people wish to join the scouting movement yet they can’t because fewer 

adults are volunteering to work with them. 

When I report these findings overseas, people without exception cannot believe what 

I am telling them. Why do you English so hate your children? Why are your media so 

irresponsible? Why has your government been so spineless in regulating the use of 

this weapon against our young?  

Why indeed?  

The Council of Europe only last week said that these ‘mosquitoes’ should be 

banned. Will the Coalition rise to the challenge? 

The mosquito is a powerful symptom of the deep malaise in our society – the 

destruction of empathy for our young.  

How can children and young people feel nurtured in such an appalling environment 

that is so hostile to them? 

There would be uproar if similar devices were used to target the elderly. 

Actions to be taken: 

1. Recognise the enormity and seriousness of hostile public attitudes 

2. Confront the proprietors, editors and journalists who promote  negative media 

portrayal 

3. Educate and inform the industry 

4. Above all, celebrate the existence and achievements of our young. 

Moving on, nurture depends on parenting and empathy – understanding the feelings 

of others. 

I want to tell you about the outstanding Roots of Empathy programme in Canada. 
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RoE is a parenting programme for 3-14 year olds, the teacher being a baby, and I 

have been to see it in Winnipeg, Manitoba.  

Witnessing baby development: 

- the basis for empathy and parenting

Winnipeg, Canada

 

A new mother in a local neighbourhood agrees to bring her baby to a class of 

children with a trained facilitator once a month for 45 minutes for the first year of the 

baby’s life. The children see at first hand early human development; they learn to 

understand how to communicate with a baby who cannot talk, this being the basis for 

understanding the feelings of others.  

The children (many of whom have never seen a baby before) absorb the principles 

of parenting by feeling what it is like to hold, to love and to care for a baby.  
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The programme has been rigorously evaluated by Canadian Universities, and the 

benefits in reducing bullying, improving behaviour and understanding parenting 

principles have been shown to have long lasting impact into young adulthood. 

I tried unsuccessfully to interest the previous government in this programme which 

has now gained world-wide recognition in countries as diverse as Canada, Japan 

and New Zealand.  

Action: Consider how to educate children and young people on the importance of 

parenting, and what it means to be a parent. 

Labour produced 18 policies to promote parenting, and the Conservatives and 

LibDems generated much coverage of family policies before the election, these 

being drawn now into current proposals. It’s great that families do lie at the centre of 

political rhetoric, but are children seen enough as individuals in their own right, and 

not just as chattels of families? What happens to children who don’t have the benefit 

of loving families? What about those in the care of the state? 

My next point focuses on very young children who are at risk of poor outcomes 

Politicians accept the need to recognise vulnerable children early and to intervene 

effectively, and this is welcome. Much good work has been done - Sure Start, 

Children’s Centres, early intervention through Nurse-Family Partnerships, investing 

in Health Visiting. All of these should be protected and built on.  

However, what more can be done to improve this early recognition of vulnerability in 

local communities? 

Let me tell you about the Human Early Learning Partnership that began in 

Vancouver, Canada. Details can be found on the HELP web site. 

Ten years ago the city asked the simple but profound question – where do children 

live? They needed to know because of migration from Asia. They took a map of the 

city and by postcode, with each red dot representing the homes of 10 children they 

drew a demographic density map of where children lived.  

They found the greatest densities in the poor parts of the city. The leap of 

imagination was then to apply to this post-coded map, every piece of information 

they had on the lives of children – inputs in terms of how much was spent on children 

– education, health, local authority, libraries etc - coupled with outputs and above all 

the outcomes for children. This has generated maps of the human capital of children. 

But the HELP programme does more - it couples the maps to a screening tool (the 

Early Development Indicator, or EDI) used to evaluate every 4-yr old child entering 

kindergarten. Every child is assessed against five criteria: physical health and well 

being, social competence, emotional maturity, language and cognitive development 

and communication skills and general knowledge. These data are entered into the 
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maps to identify locality need, and are being used now to argue the economic case 

for serious investment into early vulnerability through co-ordinated action plans. 

Mapping children’s lives
– Vancouver HELP programme

 

 

More recently, they are mapping down to the level of individual school 

neighbourhoods the ‘nurturative’ assets there are for children and young people. - 

play, adventure, out of school activities, sport etc.  
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From these analyses a practical ‘toolkit’ ‘Creating Communities for Children’, has 

also been published. This can also be accessed on the HELP web site, as can their 

new Middle Years Indicator (MDI) defining the competencies of older children 

It seems to me that understanding the lives of children in this way must be the 

foundation for developing pro-social strategies, and targeting the most vulnerable. 

Clyde Hertzman, the inspirational leader behind this amazing programme has told 

me that this mapping approach, now being used in Toronto, Montreal, Saskatchewan 

and elsewhere, can lead to remarkable changes in the local outcomes of children. 

Success depends upon a change in the cultural mindset of organisations from 

competition to collaboration, real government support, the engagement of schools, 

and above all, inspirational leadership in local communities. As Clyde and his 

collegues have calculated, Unnecessary early vulnerability costs ten times more than the 

provincial debt load, with 29% of BC children are vulnerable before they start school’ 

This startling fact has been ytranslated into an ambitious action plan to reduce the 

number to 15% by 2015. 

However, community mobilization can’t overcome the broader socioeconomic threats 

to families trying to raise children, and this is where the economic policies of 

government are so critical. 

Nonetheless, having seen this concept in the nurturing of children in action, I argue it 
could be done here too as a springboard to get communities to own the outcomes for 
their children.  

So, what can be done? 

There is much that can be done, building on activities already in place. 

What about mapping? I became very interested in the use of the Dr Foster data base 

on health provision and outcomes. For  example from an article some time ago the 

organisation showed the post-coded clusters of heart disease in adults in 

Rotherham. It exposed the very high risk of heart disease in some streets and 

localities, this then leading to targeted interventions.  I was able to promote by the 

DH the first ever nation-wide mapping of services for children’s mental health and 

then for maternity and children’s services. This exercise has been of real benefit in 

identifying the post-code lottery of provision. 

There is much ‘mapping’ data available from routinely collected sources on health 

services, and this can be accessed through the ChiMat data base 

(www.chimat.org.uk), and this is now being used, for example, by Professor 

Jonathan Bradshaw in York Unibversity to examine child well-being in the north east 

of England. 
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Mapping  children’s 

well- being in the 

North East*

* Jonathan Bradshaw

 

Could this be built on to incorporate the principles of the HELP programme and 

develop locality-based maps to improve the nurture of children? 

I believe it can be done, not least because of the increasing interest in local 

government in developing resilient communities. 

 A fascinating conference took place last year under the banner of the Association of 

County Chief Executives and published as ‘We Can Work it out’.  

I commend this to you, not least because John Abbott reminded us of the African 

phrase ‘umutu’ – how goes it with the children?’  I agree with this word – if we 

nurture our children well, our communities will be more resilient. 

In Wiltshire, Jane Scott, the Council Leader and her team have divided the county of 

Wiltshire into 18 Area Boards, each being empowered to define local priorities and to 

implement change. This is transforming the relationship between the Council and its 

local citizens, and I am delighted to tell you that the needs, views and voices of 

children are being taken very seriously indeed. Please look at their web site 
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Central to this is Article 12 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child which 

states that ‘Children have the right to say what they think should happen when adults 

are making decisions that affect them, and to have their opinions taken into account’ 

Why should we listen to children and young people? 

The participation of children was central to my work as Children’s Commissioner.  

However, let me emphasise that it is the participation of children and young people 

and not consultation. Too many children and young people told me that they were 

fed up with being consulted. To them this meant that adults asked questions, often 

tokenistic, and adults made decisions usually with no feed back to those who had 

contributed.  Participation to me means that children and young people are seriously 

engaged in making decisions that affect their lives. 

How can this be promoted in practice?  

Some brief examples. 

First the UNICEF Rights Respecting Schools Programme now in 1,538  schools 

across the UK. 

The concept began yet again in Canada, in Cape Breton Island. It builds on three 

key words -   Responsibility, Respect and Rights. Children and young people in the 

schools that sign up live in every hour of the school week the need to understand 

their Responsibility for others; Respecting each other, and understanding how 

using fundamental Rights can improve life for all.  
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The programme is very effective in improving school performance and behaviour, but 

the diffusion of its principles into the local community has been so startling as to lead 

a number of local authorities, Andover Council, for example, declaring themselves to 

be rights respecting organisations. UNICEF UK is currently piloting a rights-based 

ethos in 13 local authorities 

So, here is an example of how by investing in a school ethos, the whole local 

community benefits. 

A few months ago I visited Lincoln to see how involving children and young people 

can transform everybody’s lives. The Abbey Quarter contained a large open space 

that had become run down and dangerous. Children in the local school worked with 

adults to identify the problems, and to suggest how to transform the area. They were 

listened to, actions were taken, and a great resource has been made available for all 

ages.  The inputs of children were key to this local community’s regeneration. 

Next – building intergenerational understanding and empathy.  

Promoting inter-generational understanding
 

 Here is an example of how, by working with highly experienced youth workers in a 

locality troubled by anti-social behaviour,  young people were brought around the 

same table as aggrieved adults. Adults were asked – ‘What do you think it is like to 

be young?’ and young people were asked ‘What do you think it is like to be old? 

This dialogue proved to be very helpful in building empathy and a better relationship 

across the generations, thereby fostering a more resilient community. I fear that with 

the savage cuts expected in youth work, these key initiatives may well be 

threatened. 
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Next, community cohesion through the need for a new school 

Community cohesion, purpose and pride

Broad Chalke Primary School
 

The village of Broad Chalke in Wiltshire is a rural community that was determined to 

protect the education of its children. Local people raised over £1m towards building a 

stunning new Church of England primary school. This initiative, embedded in 

concern for the best outcomes of local children, became the ‘glue’ for real community 

cohesion, generating a sense of purpose and pride. It was supported by Wiltshire 

Council and the Salisbury Diocesan Board of Education. I believe that this model 

could be applied elsewhere, especially in inner cities.  

Should the ‘free schools’ concept, currently being promoted by government, have a 

key role in community regeneration outside the pre-occupation with education 

standards? 

Finally, how do we make sure that the community takes ownership for its most 

troubling children? 

I have been to Nova Scotia to see how a revolution has taken place in youth justice 

across Canada. Half of all secure prisons for children have been closed because of a 

deliberate national policy of upstream early identification of families and children in 

difficulty coupled with restorative justice and above all local support for flexibility and 

community sentencing. 

How can we encourage pro-social communities to become responsible for its most 

disadvantaged children - with disability, neglect, for emotional well being, for children 

seeking refuge? I propose that community mapping is a core, practical tool kit for 

progress. 
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Now to ‘wrap up’ 

I set out to explore why children are our single most precious resource. I have shown 

that we have truly fantastic children and young people today, who, given a chance 

can make real contributions to our localities. I have highlighted some real challenges 

that threaten their outcomes and well-being – political ideology; the financial crisis; 

hostile public attitudes and the catastrophic loss of empathy for our children.    

I have argued the importance of the concept of nurture, and why it really is 

everybody’s business.   

So, if the nurture of children should be everybody’s business, how do we make it so? 

I leave you with the concept of ‘It Takes a Village’, this being the title of the wonderful 

book by Hilary Clinton. 

But we have to understand and confront first the obstacles to thinking differently 

• Territorialism – I’m in education, you’re in health and I think you must be in 

social services!   

• Tribalism  - I’m a health visitor, you’re a school nurse; I’m a primary school 

teacher and you’re a secondary teacher! 

• Traditionalism – We’ve always done it this way so why should we change?   

• Tunnel vision – Go away, Al, I’ve got 36 case records that must be updated 

before Friday!  

• Timidity – What if we get it wrong?  

• Terror – This is far to challenging and anyhow it’s somebody else’s business!   

• Treasury – There’s no money!  

• Targetitis & trendiness – Sorry, Al – it’s not one of my targets this year, and 

anyhow we’ve got new trendy things to do from the new government  

• Tiredness, exhaustion and cynicism – Go back to planet Zog, Al; Nothing will 

ever change, we’ve been here before and thank goodness I shall be retiring 

soon! 

These are very real comments I have heard, and create challenges for leaders that I 

have seen in many places I have visited. 

Finally, I offer seven recommendations to provoke discussion on nurturing children 

through promoting pro-social behaviour, empathy and building communities with 

children at their hearts: 
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1. Building empathy for children by confronting public attitudes to our children 

and young people, and celebrating their existence and contributions 

2. Listening to children and young people and giving them respect through 

effective  participation 

3. Investing in parenting through educating children to prepare them for 

becoming parents themselves 

4. Understanding where children live and mapping their lives at the locality level 

to provide a way of understanding what has to be done 

5. Building local communities with children at their hearts through parents, 

schools, faiths, voluntary and statutory bodies and fund-raising working 

together.  

6.  ‘Child-proofing’ of all aspects of local and national government policy that 

have an impact on children 

7. All of this demands leadership of the highest quality, especially in local 

government, and a willingness to assume community responsibility for our 

children and young people. 

Rahm Emanuel, President Obama’s Chief of Staff said ‘You never want a good crisis 

to go to waste!’  

We must and can improve the outcomes of our children and young people. How can 

we make sure that we do not let the current crisis go to waste?  

Above all, if you agree with what I have proposed, then what is each and every one 

of us going to do about it – in our work? In our families, among our friends, and on 

the street where we live? Can we walk the walk? 

Can each of you write down three things that you will do that you hadn’t thought of 

doing before coming here tonight? 

What can the RSA do? 

Its huge strength is its ability to act as a ‘dating agent’ So, I propose three things  

1) Create a ‘Charter for Childhood’, as it has done for its Education Charter 

2) Bring together people who already are using mapping concepts to share best 

practice and methods 

3) Define,  pilot and critically evaluate a whole new system approach to nurturing 

children in a small number of diverse communities based on  

 mapping children’s lives; 
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 identifying vulnerabilities;  

 community assets for children 

 social capital assets to improve employment of young people 

 understanding social networks 

 a rights-based ethos 

 economic evaluation. 

I offer you this as a vision, and I welcome now your thoughts and suggestions, taking 

as my cue, Margaret Mead’s words – 

 ‘Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the 

world. Indeed it is the only thing that ever has’ 

Thank you for reading this publication. 
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